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Rules Disclosure
The following rules are a continuous work in progress. Whilst all
the rules in the booklet will allow for a perfectly run session of the
game, some rules will be tweaked, added, or removed before the
Kickstarter campaign launches.
We ask for your feedback, as a Player or a Game Master and
hope that you enjoy playing Awoken’s Review copy.

Ethan Cox
Creator of Last Hold Games
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STR modifier of 2 to get 16. Gregor rips the wooden

How to Play

shelf free, along with a large section of the wooden
walls. Liz instead, wants to vault over the bench search

Awoken is a Role-Playing Game that throws Players into
a world of Magic and Mayhem, pitting them against evil
forces and dangerous monsters. At its core, Awoken is a
battle exploration game of chance where Players can
better their odds by levelling up.
Step One is to choose a Class. Each Player will choose
one of the 10 classes that they would like to play and
receives a pre-filled character sheet.
(What is important for Players to note is that they will

behind it. The Game Master doesn’t set a DEX Check
because it’s an easy movement for Liz. But when
Gregor wants to do the same, the Game Master sets a
DEX Check of 12. Gregor makes a bad roll of 6, adds
his DEX modifier of 2 and only totals 8. Gregor

attempts to vault over the counter after Liz, but his
sword sheath catches on the wood and he lands back on
the floor with a loud thud.

be playing as themselves in the final game. For this
review copy there are premade character sheets but in
the actual game the very first character that Players will
create is themselves. At the beginning of the game,
Players are ripped from Earth through magic portals
and dropped into another world, thus beginning their
adventure. During the first campaign “Worlds apart”
Players will be attempting to return home while
stopping an evil threat to this world.)

If Players roll a 20 this is considered a Critical Success.
Players’ actions will be spectacular and affective when a
20 is rolled. A 1 roll causes a Critical Fail and will result
in an extremely unfortunate outcome; tripping over,
accidentally cutting your own arm off, ect.
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Step Two is to continue reading and learn about the
three main components of Awoken; Making an Action
– Inventories, Cards, and Player Booklets – Combat.

Action Dice

D4

D6

D8

D10 D10 (00-90) D12

Damage Dice

Magical actions and checks act differently from physical.
There are 3 types of spells, Auto, Will Check, or Reflex
Checks. These are explained in depth on Page 16; the
Magic section.
Entities that Players cast spells on will often need to
make “Reflex Checks” to see if they succumb to the
spell’s effects.

One of the major drawing points for Players to RPBG is
the freedom of choice when making a move or action.
The only thing a Player is stopped by is their
creativity…or physics (at the Game Master’s discretion).
This may seem overwhelming at first for new Players,
but don’t be frightened, tell the Game Master when you
want to do something, and they will assist you.
“Checks” are important when making actions. If there is
a Player action that would require some ability to
accomplish, the Game Master will ask the Player to
make a “Check” in relation to the task. If it was an
action using Strength they would need to make a STR
check, adding their modifier (the smaller “+number”) to
their roll. If it is equal to or above the “Check” number
set by the Game Master then they succeed doing the
action, otherwise they fail. When making an action,
Players will ALWAYS use a D20.

“Reflex Checks” are used in certain situations where the
Player can react to something; dodging a Dragon’s fire
blast, withstanding a Control spell, ect.

Inventories are used to replace the boring – and usually
overlooked – RPG mechanic of weight management. In
Awoken, Players will acquire cards with different items,
weapons, and armour. There are 3 card sizes to display
the weight and size of these items – Tarot cards (large),
Poker cards (medium), and Mini cards (small). These
cards will need to be placed in Players’ Inventories and
must fit without overlapping. If a Player is unable to fit a
card in their squares, then they are unable to carry it.
Cards are items and therefore must be collected and put
in the Player’s inventory if a Player wants to acquire that

Gregor (strong) and Liz (dexterous) enter a dimly lit
apothecary in search of a stolen artefact. Gregor
immediately wants to rip a shelf off the wall to look
behind it. The Game Master sets a STR check, in their
mind, of 13. Gregor rolls a D20 getting 14 and adds his
3

item. The different segments of the cards are explained
on page 7.

Player characters always go first if, according to the
narrative, they were not surprised, ambushed, or are
indecisive as to the order of Players.
When attacking, Players are attempting to roll a D20
equal to or higher than the enemy’s Armour Level. If
their roll is higher the attack is successful and the
enemy takes damage from the Player’s weapon. If the
roll isn’t higher, the enemy either dodges, parries, or the
attack misses.
Players also add 2 modifiers to an attack.
The first is an Attribute modifier.
This attribute modifier is either STR, DEX, or WIL.
STR modifiers are used for melee attacks – Swords,
Staffs... DEX modifiers are used for ranged attacks –
Bows, Throwing… WIL modifiers are used for spell
attacks – Fire ball, Wind Blast…
The second modifier comes from the Player’s
proficiency with the attacking weapon/magic. Players
can become proficient in any weapon or magic through
skill trees (the last page of the Player Sheet). Skill trees
are upgraded with Skill Points, which are earned by
rolling a natural 20 on a D20 when attacking/casting.

Player Sheets/Booklets are full of the Player’s stats and
abilities, depicting what type of character they are;
Strong, Whitty, Sneaky, ect. As Players progress
through the campaign they will level up and gain more
points to increase their scores.
First Page:
- Attributes + Modifiers: These stats go up to 20 and
define what a Player’s character is good and bad at.
Modifiers are the smaller “+numbers” under each
Attribute score.
- Armour level: This is a combination of all the Player’s
Armour Points plus their Agility Skill and
Weapon/Magic Proficiency.
- Skills: These are specific attributes that allow for more
personalization of characters.
- Abilities/Talents: These come from many different
sources; Class, Skill Trees, encounters, and allow
characters to do special and amazing things.
- Health: This tracks a Player’s health.
- Speed: How fast a Player can move each turn. Tiles on
combat maps are 1m wide.

Players have a set number of actions they can make
during their turn. Once they have exhausted their
Action Count their turn is over. Actions and their
(number of actions) are listed on the Player Sheets but a
full description of each action can also be found on
page 12.

Second Page:
- Magic Pool: Tracks Player’s magic use, going up and
down as spells are cast.
- Total Magic: The max number a Player’s Magic Pool
can rise to.
- Magic Regeneration: How many points in the Magic
Pool regenerate every turn.
- Action Count/List: The amount of and what actions a
Player can make per turn.
- Inventories: Used to list “Tiny Items” – mushrooms,
gold, potions – as well as current weapons.

[Combat example on the following page]

Third Page:
- Weapon/Magic Skill Trees: Used to track a Player’s
progression of skill with a weapon/magic.
A visual breakdown of Player Sheets can be found on
Page 20.

Combat within Awoken is turn based, meaning one
person will have a turn, using up all their actions, before
the next person or enemy begins their turn.
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Combat example:
Gregor (blue) has 3 actions for his turn. He wants to
attack the Enemy (red). For his first action Gregor
moves 2m of his 6m speed. For his second action
Gregor shoots the Enemy with his bow. He rolls a D20
getting 13, he then adds his DEX modifier of 3 and his
Bow proficiency of 2 and gets 18. This is above the
Enemy’s Armour Level so Gregor rolls his Bow’s
damage dice – 1D10 – and hits the Enemy for 8
damage. He does nothing for his third action meaning
it’s now the Enemy’s turn.
Now it is the Enemy’s (red) turn, also with 3 actions.
For its first move, it moves 1m (of its 5m speed) into
melee distance. The Enemy makes a Heavy attack with
is claws, which requires 2 actions. It rolls a D20 getting
15, it then adds its Attack modifier (listed in the
creature’s stat table, in the “Enemies” section) of +3 to
hit and gets 18. This is above Gregor’s AL of 16 so it
deals 2D6 damage (it deals 2D6 instead of 1D6 as it was
a Heavy attack). The attack deals 8 damage to Gregory’s
Health.
Gregor (blue) has 3 actions for his turn. He decides to
cast his level 1 Spell: Fire Blast at level 3 (costs 15 +10
Magic : 1 Action) and rolls a Will Attack Roll. He rolls
a D20 getting 11, he then adds his WIL modifiers of +1
and his Attack Magic proficiency of 2 and gets 14. This
is above the Enemy’s Armour Level so Gregor rolls his
Fire Blast damage dice – 3D6 – and hits the Enemy for
15 damage. This is enough damage to defeat the Enemy
and they turn into a pile of ashes.
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Maps & Tokens:
Each dungeon or place of interest will have an
A3 Battle Map to assist in visualizing encounters.
The maps have a hexagon grid in all
manoeuvrable areas of the map. Each hex is
equal to 1m in-game.
Each Player will have a token with a design &
Colour that corresponds to their Class;
Berserker, Ranger, etc.
On the other side of the token is a small cube
indent. This is used to signify modifiers to
characters; being poisoned,
set on fire, dead. No set
colour denotes a particular
modifier, meaning cubes
are used for the required
scenario. These tokens fit
within a single grid. During
encounters, Players can
move their tokens up to
their “Speed”. Two Players
can be within the same grid, placing the token on
top of each other. If there are more than 2, all
Players will be left flat footed. Players can also
move through each other’s grids without incurring
penalties.

Cards:
Each weapon or piece of armour will have a card.
These cards are used with Inventories (next
segment) to display what the Player is carrying.
The coloured border of the card dictates the rarity
of the item. The colours are (in increasing order)
brown, green, blue, red, purple. The metallic frame
of the card also indicates rarity with the options of
silver, copper, gold.
The combination of these colours allows for a host
of rarities to be created.
The blue gem at the bottom of each of the cards is
used for Guild Mechanics (Page _). Players are
able to give their Guild Members cards, adding the
number in the gem to either the Damage or
Armour Scores.
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Card Breakdown:
- Item Name

- Item Image
- Item Rarity
- Item Description
- Item Damage or Protection

Player Inventories:

- Item Value
- Guild Member Value

Each Player will
have an Inventory
to store their Items
Cards. A gridded
system is used
which allows Players
to place their item
cards however they
wish on their board.
If the item can fit,
then the Player can
carry it.
Cards cannot
overlap.
Players can also
receive Backpacks
and Belts to store
additional items
which jigsaw into
the bottom or sides.
Inventories are split into Armour areas;
Hemlet, Gauntlets, Boots, and Chest Piece,
where Players store their Armour.
The other large area is for all item the
Players wish to hold on their bodies. To

utilize the entire area Players will need to
upgrade their strength Attribute.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-3 to Strength and Dexterity.
-4 on all check modifiers
Speed halved
Magic regeneration halved
Lose 2 Total Health each
consecutive day at this level
6. Death

Advantage / Disadvantage:
When a Player is Advantaged they will add
a certain Dice to their roll.
When a Player is Disadvantaged they will
subtract a certain Dice from their roll.
There are two types of Advantages and
Disadvantages: Slight and Strong.

Fatigue can be healed by certain spells and
blessings.

- Slight: Player adds/subtracts 1D6 from
their roll.
- Strong: Player adds/subtracts 1D12 from
their roll.

Passing of time:
Each quest and event have a set duration,
scored by days or weeks. Most campaigns
have a looming deadline that Players need
to be constantly aware of. When parties
have a choice of multiple quests, they must
be aware of the time restraints for each.
Accepting the longer quest “A” may result
in quest “B” no longer being available. The
GM must also be aware of these constraints
when allowing Players to choose quests.

Certain spells and actions will provide these
modifiers. The GM may also add these
where they see fit.

Righteousness points:
These points replace classic RPG
“alignments.” As there are no “designed”
characters in the game, and you instead
play as created character, “alignments”
come from your personal approach to each
quest or event. Your actions are judged by
the Gods, and you will either receive
Positive or Negative Righteousness points.
At the end of each month your
points will be tallied up and your party will
be given the opportunity to choose from a
set of cards. If your party has more positive
points the GM will draw from the Positive
deck, if not the GM will draw from the
Negative deck.
These decks will contain special
events, quests, items, and other game/world
changing effects. These cards do not prefer
one style of play over the other as both
decks have positive and negative rewards.

Timed Quests & Events:
During the campaigns of Awoken, Players
will be faced with special timed quests and
events. These will come in two forms; time
based or turn based.
• Time based Quests and Events will
state an amount of time Players
have to complete the quest or event.

“Game Master set a 40 minute
timer. Players must destroy the Fire
Golem before the entire town burns
down”
•

Turn Based Quests and Events will
state an amount of turns Players
have the complete the quest of
event. “The two exits to the

underground temple slam closed as
water begins to flood in from the
roof. The large pool in the centre of
the cavern begins to overflow with
the flooding water and an orange fin
breaks the surface. Players have 10

Fatigue:
Fatigue can arise from certain spells and
curses, as well as neglecting ability
durations.
Fatigue levels are cumulative; adding the
previous levels’ de-buffs to the new levels’.
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rounds before the underground
temple is filled with water.”

- Axes (D8)
- Staffs (D10)
- Bows (D10)
- Great-Swords (D12)
- Great-Axes (D12)

If Players are unable to complete these
quests or events in time, there will be
special instructions for the Game Master
for each outcome.

No matter the material the weapon is made
from, the base damage will always be the
same.
Each weapon type has a specialized
Weapon/Magic Skill Tree. (These Skill
Trees can be found starting on Page _.)
Each skill tree has unique Moves that
Players can make when using that weapon
type. This allows for personalized gameplay
as Players choose branching Skill options.

Armour Level:
Using a more video-game geared approach,
Awoken’s Armour system uses a
combination of the Armour Pieces a player
is wearing:
Helmet
Chest Piece,
Gauntlets
Boots.

Weapon and Armour Materials:
Both weapons and Armour can be made
from different materials, upgrading both
Protection and Damage.
The base materials are:
Leather (Armour Only)
Iron
Steel
Black Steel
Sanguinite

Awoken’s twist is the addition of two extra
modifiers, the Agility Skill and a Player’s
weapon/magic proficiency.
The addition of the armour pieces
illustrates the armour thickness, the Agility
Skill illustrates a player’s ability to dodge,
and the proficiencies illustrate a player’s
ability to parry or block with the weapon
they are using.
Armour Levels constantly change due to
Proficiencies, as a player may have +2
proficiency with swords, but only +1 with
axes. Therefor the player’s Armour Level
will go down by 1 when they pick up an
Axe.

When acquiring weapons of different
materials, Players will notice an additional
Damage Die.
Iron weapons deal the base damage of the
weapon type.
Steel deals an additional D6.
Black Steel replaces the D6 with a D8.
Sanguinite replaces the D8 with a D10.
Smithing Enhancing Weapons:
Weapons can only be Enhanced twice and
not all smiths have the expertise to sharpen
all weapons. A Smith’s ability to enhance a
weapon depends on the Smithing Skill level
which has 4 levels; Common, Uncommon,
Rare, Legendary. These correspond with

Weapon Types:
There are 7 main types of weapons within
Awoken each with their own base damage:
- Daggers (D6)
- Swords (D8)
9

weapon rarities and mean only certain
smiths can Enhance certain weapons.
If attempting to Enhance a weapon with any
enchantments, the Player must seek out a
Smith with a Smithing Skill 1 higher than
the weapon’s rarity.

Damage Resistance - Amber
Armour: 1D4 less damage per gem to
physical weapon damage.
Fire / Fire resistant- Ruby
Weapon: Deals 1D6 fire damage + lights
enemies on fire and deals 3 damage per
turn.

When a weapon is Enhanced the base
Damage Die is increased by one type; a D6
turns into a D8. When a D12 weapon
(Great-Sword, Great-Axe) is enhanced, the
D12 turns into a D12 + D4. If enhanced
again the D12 + D4 turns into a D12 + D6.

[2 Gem Special Attack: Slash an arc of fire
towards enemies, deals 10 + 1D10 damage
across enemies hit. 3m arc, travels 3m
before diffusing.]
Armour: 1D4 less damage per gem from
fire damage.

There is a single exception for each weapon
type, that allows Players to Enhance their
weapons three times. These 7 specialty
smiths are scattered across the land and are
difficult to find and even more difficult to
convince to help.

Ice / Ice resistant - Topaz
Weapon: Deals 1D4 ice damage + 20%
chance of freezing target, target loses 2
actions.

[2 Gem Special Attack: Freeze the ground
2m in forward and sideways directions,
making a cross. When inside a frozen area
entity has half speed and -2 to attack rolls.]

Enchanting:
Players are able to find enchanters within
the world who are practiced in enchanting
weapons with mystic abilities.
There are 2 sizes of gems: Small or large.
Small gems can be Enchanted in Small
items, Large gems for Medium/Large items.
There are 8 gems that can be used for 8
different types of enchantments.

Armour: 1D4 less damage per gem from
ice/cold damage.
Lightning / Lightning Resistant - Amethyst
Weapon: Deals 1D4 shocking damage +
20% chance to Stun. When Enemy is
stunned they take -3 on attack rolls.

[2 Gem Special Attack: Lightning arcs from
one enemy to 2 others within 2m of first
target. Deals 1D8 damage to each target.]

Players can Enchant Armour and Weapons
with either 1 or 2 gems.
1st Type: 1 gem will offer the enchantment
listed below.
2nd Type: 2 different types of gems will
simple add another enchantment.
2 gems of the same type in armour will
double the protection (2D4) or double the
% chance.
3rd Type: 2 gems in a Weapon create a
Special Attack ability that Players can
unleash when the second gem is “Charged”.
To Charge a second gem, Players must
successfully hit 5 attacks with the weapon.

Armour: 1D4 less damage per gem from
electric damage.
Magic diffuser - Opal
Weapon: Can cut through Continuous
casting and Thrown spells - Player must
make a finesse attack higher than the
enemy’s Will Attritube.

[2 Gem Special Attack: Create a 6m wide
sphere where all magic temporarily dies.
Any spells that have been cast within the
10

area end and all character Magic Pools are
reduced to 0.]

Canter: Pass an Acrobatics Check of 14 to
only take 1d4 damage. Higher than 7 will
result in a Dislocated shoulder while under
7 will result in a Broken arm.

Armour: 1D4 less damage per gem to
magic damage also gives +1 per gem for
Reflex Checks against Spells.

Gallop: Pass an Acrobatics Check of 17 to
only take 1d4 damage. Higher than 12 will
result in a Dislocated Shoulder while lower
than 12 will result in a Broken arm and
lower than 6 will result in an additional

Paralysis - Peridot
Weapon : 20% chance per gem of
paralysing target for 2 rounds.

[2 Gem Special Attack: The next small or
medium creature the Player hits
automatically is paralyzed for 2 + 1D4
rounds]

Concussion.
Falling Damage

Armour : When someone touches your
armour, 20% per gem chance of paralysing
them.

There are 2 types of Descent; Controlled
and Uncontrolled. Both types of descent
will deal damage and require Dexterity
Reflex Checks. Players have a higher
chance of landing a controlled Descent
over an Uncontrolled one.

Sharpened Weapon - Diamond
Weapon: Damage dice go up by 1 dice size
-- acts as an extra Smithing Enhancement.

[2 Gem Special Attack: Hit one enemy and
any enemies directly behind the first, within
4m, take the same damage.]

Height damage is the same no matter the
type of fall.
Only falls over 4 Meters deal Falling
Damage. Each Meter over 4m deals an
additional 1D8 damage.
Above 12m, the D8 turns into a D12.

Sun ray - Citrine
Weapon: Deals extra 1D6 damage to
undead.
[2 Gem Special Attack: Release a blinding
light that deals 5 damage to all undead
within 8m]
Armour: Undead take 4 damage per gem
when their attacks hit enchanted armour.

(Example: Gregor falls from 5m and takes
1D8 damage. Gregor falls from 7m and
takes 3D8 damage. Gregor falls from 14m
and takes 6D8 + 2D12 damage.)
Controlled Descent (a conscious jump):
Players must make a Dexterity Reflex
Check of 5 + Meters. If they pass, they only
take half damage.
If they fail the throw, they take full damage.

Injury Types:
Falling from a horse:

Uncontrolled Descent (being thrown from
a cliff):
Players must make a Dexterity saving throw
of 10 + Meters. If they pass, they only take
half damage.
If they fail the throw, they take full damage.

Standing still: Pass an Acrobatics Check of
8 to take no damage. Fail and take 1d4
damage.
Walk: Pass an Acrobatics Check of 10 to
take no damage. Fail and take 1d6 damage.

Breaking the fall

Trot: Pass an Acrobatics Check of 12 to
take no damage. Fail and take 7 damage.
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Landing in terrains such as Deep Snow,
Water, or Trees will severely negate
damage.

During a normal blaze, where rooms are
filled with smoke, Players can withstand
(their Will divided by 2) rounds before
falling unconscious. Smoke deals 5 damage
per round once unconscious.

Water: Landing in Water, for any distance
below 80m will halve the damage. A fall
above 80m will not change damage output.

Lingering Injuries:

Deep Snow: Landing in Deep Snow halves
falling damage.

Concussion:
Player’s Attribute modifiers are reduced by
2. Effects insist until healed.

Trees: Landing in Trees halves the falling
damage but the Player(s) must roll a D8 to
see how many damaging branches are hit
on the way down. Each branch deals 1D4
damage.

Dislocated Shoulder:
Player has a Slight Disadvantage on all
Attacks or checks when using this arm.
Effects insist until healed.

Fire Damage, being set on fire:

Broken arm:
Player has a Strong Disadvantage on all
Attacks or checks when using this arm.
Effects insist until healed.

1st degree burns (When fire damage deals
less than ¼ total health in one hit.)
2nd degree burns (When fire damage deals
between ¼ and ½ total health in one hit.
Slight Disadvantage on all physical checks
that require the burnt part of the body.)

Missing arm:
Player is unable to use the missing arm.
Ranged attacks using bows or similar
weapons are impossible unless discussed
with the GM (e.g. a contortionist character
that uses their feet with bows; GM
discursion). Player also has a Strong
Disadvantage when using Large
Weapons/Items; Great Weapons…

3rd degree burns (When fire deals over ½
total health in one hit. Strong Disadvantage
on any and all checks or attacks until
healed.)
Fire deals continuous damage until put out.
Fire deals 2 damage per turn (NOT
ROUND). Gregor is set on fire by an

Sprained ankle:
Player has a Slight Disadvantage on all
Attacks or checks when using this leg.
Effects insist until healed.

enemy Mage. He takes the initial Fire Blast
damage 1D6 and is now on fire, taking 2
damage every turn. If there are 3 players
before Gregor’s next turn (and they don’t
put the fire out) he will take 3x2 damage; 6
damage.

Broken ankle:
Player has a Strong Disadvantage on all
Attacks or checks when using this leg.
Effects insist until healed.

Putting a normal fire out costs 1 Action. If
an Entity is covered in flames from head to
toe, the GM has discretion as to the actions
required to quell the flames.

Missing leg/foot:
Player is unable to use the missing leg.
Player’s speed is halved. Players is unable
to sprint. Player also has a Strong
Disadvantage making Dex Checks or
Reflex Checks.

Smoke inhalation:

Blind:
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Player has Slight Disadvantage (one eye) or
Strong Disadvantage (two eyes) on all
checks that require vision. Once the Player
surpasses a Dex Attribute score higher than
17, they no longer take these
Disadvantages.

Players can make as many Actions as is
listed in their “Action Count”.
Action count:
The amount of actions per turn a Player
can make. This number can be raised
through certain archetypes or progression
through skill trees.

Dazed:
Player adds a -4 modifier to their Attack
Roll or Dex Check for their next turn.

Actions:
There are 10 main actions;
Attack: (1 Action)
Use your melee or ranged weapon to
damage an enemy. Add any additional
modifiers to your attack roll from STR,
DEX and the corresponding weapon or
magic Skill Tree. Land in a flat footed
position at the end of your turn.

Turn Order:
Deciding who goes first in battle.
Player characters always go first if,
according to the narrative, they were not
surprised, ambushed, or are indecisive as to
who goes first.
All aggravated enemies will attack if the
Players do not take the initiative to attack.
Otherwise, enemies will have their attack
turn after all Players.

Heavy Attack: (2 Actions)
Use your melee or ranged weapon to deal a
larger amount of damage to an enemy. Add
any additional modifiers to your attack roll
from STR, DEX and the corresponding
weapon’s Skill Tree. Roll an additional
damage die to your attack. Land in a flat
footed and weapon handicapped position at
the end of the turn.

When attacking, Players must roll a D20,
adding their ability modifier (STR for
melee – DEX for ranged – WIL for magic)
and their weapon/magical proficiency from
the weapon/magic’s skill tree. This number
must be equal to or above the enemy’s
Armour Level to hit and deal damage,
otherwise the attack will miss. If the attack
hits, the Player will roll the weapon/magic’s
damage dice plus any other skill tree
modifiers and deal that roll’s damage to the
target. Or, if non-attack magic spells are
cast, the target may have to roll a “Reflex
Check” to escape the spell.
(Example: Gregor attacks a Ghoul with an

Fineness Attack: (2 Actions)
These attacks allow Players to do specific
damage to enemies; chop off arms, skewer,
ect. To make a Finesse attack, payers roll a
D20, add their Finesse Skill modifier (in
Skill List) instead of STR, DEX or Skill
Tree modifiers. If this roll is equal to or
above the enemy’s AL then the attack is
successful. If the attack is unsuccessful, then
the enemy automatically gains an attack.
Cast Spell: ( __ Actions)
Player casts any known spell, taking as
many actions as required by the spell
(stated in spell lists). Add any additional
modifiers to the casting from WIL and the
corresponding magic Skill Tree.

AL of 12. He attacks with his Great-sword;
rolls a D20 getting 9, adds STR modifier of
+2, adds Great-sword proficiency of +2,
totaling 13. This exceeds the Ghoul’s AL,
therefore Gregor rolls his Great-sword
damage die, a D12 and deals 8 damage.)
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Spells can’t be cast at a lower level than
their original level.
When casting spells at a higher level it costs
5 more Magic per level. For damage spells,
Players only add 1 damage dice per level
above the original cast level. Ex.
Level 4 Water rune deals 1D6
Level 5 Water rune deals 2D6
Level 8 Water rune deals 5D6

specific moment. Players must make a
condition for using the reflex action – if the
guard pulls his sword, when the next person
walks through the door.
Players can only hold Physical Reflex
actions until they make their next action,
then the reflex is dropped.
Magical Reflex actions (Holding a spell) can
continue to be held until the round ends
and it is the caster’s turn. If the Player
wishes the continue holding the spell they
may. It does not cost any more Magic, but
caster CANNOT cast or attack during this
turn.
Can also hold for a Slight Advantage against
Dex Reflex Checks.

Flare Spell: (+2 Actions to Spells’ action
list)
Player flares their spell, choosing one of the
following three modifications.
- Distance: Double the Distance
- Duration: Double the Duration
- Difficulty: Is 1D6 harder for target’s to
pass a saving throw.
Can only be used when casting a spell.

Make Check: (1 Action)
Players can use a single action to make any
required check. If they wish to: figure out
an enemy’s Armour Level or health or they
decide to jump a large hole, actions such as
there.

Disengage: (1 Action)
Player moves 1m in any backwards
direction from an enemy and lands in a
ready position. If Players move away from
an enemy without disengaging first, the first
enemy receives an attack of opportunity.

Move: (1 Action)
Player moves in any direction up to their
speed and will land in a ready position. If
Players wish to move, then attack, then use
the remained of their Speed, then they
must use another move action.

Free Action: (0 Actions)
These are actions that do not coast any
actions points to complete.
It is up to the GM and Players to decide if
an action should be free. Some free actions
are listed – Drinking 1 potion, calling out to
an ally, crouching down, picking up an
object, dropping a weapon used to attack
last round on the ground, then pulling out a
new weapon.

Sprint: (2 Actions)
Players can run three times their speed but
will be weapon handicapped. If attacked
while sprinting the Player can make a Dex
saving throw (that exceeds the enemy’s
attack roll) to dodge. To stop the Player
must also use the first action of their next
turn (a Move action), unless they have been
knocked over.

Guard Stance: (2 Actions)
Player readies themselves for the next
attack. Don’t take any negative armour
effects from side or back attacks. If enemy’s
melee attack misses, Player can counter
attack (P.7).
Strong Advantage for Dex and Str Reflex
Checks.

Single Action: (1 Action)
Players can use this for actions such as:
putting out flames, standing up after being
knocked down, and most importantly;
Sheathing one weapon then pulling out a
second. (Players can drop a weapon and
pull out another for free.)

Hold for Reflex: (max 3 Actions)
Players can decide to not use some of their
action points and instead hold them for a

Use Ability: (__ Actions)
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Activate a Triggerable Ability from Player’s
list of Abilities. Uses as many actions as
listed for specific Ability.

Directional combat:
Bonuses are added to flanking and rear
attacks for Players, NPCs, and enemies.
These bonuses depend upon the target’s
position; their ability to dodge or parry an
attack.
Positions:
Ready: When attacked from behind
take -2 from AL.
Players are naturally in this position
during combat.
Flat Footed: When attacked from
the side take -2 from AL. When
attacked from behind take -4 from
AL.
Players are naturally in this position
when out of combat.
Weapon Handicapped: Player’s
weapon is either sheathed, missing,
or in an unusable position.
Weapon/magic proficiency
modifier is subtracted from AL.

Surrender:
Enemies with INT higher than 5 can
surrender.
1st attempt can be made when enemy is at
half health. If Player’s Will is 3 higher than
enemy’s, then enemy will surrender. If not,
Player and Enemy roll Will Checks.
Enemy gains 1 automatic action if they win,
otherwise they surrender.
2nd attempt can be made when Player is
about to deal enough damage to kill. If
enemy has INT higher than their WIL then
they surrender. If not, Player deals damage.
Counter attack:

Players and enemies are able to counter
attack for special reasons; Guard Stance,
abilities. To counter attack an enemy’s
attack must miss. When it does, the Player
rolls to attack, if their roll is higher than
enemy’s attack roll then they automatically
deal damage.

Armour Level:
Armour level is used to determine how
high a Player or enemy must roll on their
attack roll to do damage. 3 aspects
determine AL
Armour Pieces
Agility level
Weapon/magic proficiency
Armour Pieces:
The Armour Pieces armour bonus comes
from each armour piece the Player is
wearing. Each armour card has an armour
number in the bottom left of the card, these
are added together for a Player’s AL.
Agility Level:
The Agility Level armour bonus comes
from the Agility skill, and is used to
determine the Player’s ability to dodge.
Weapon/magic proficiency:
The proficiency armour bonus comes from
whichever weapon a Player is using at the
time of attack. However proficient the
Player is with that weapon (MAX 6) will be
added to their AL.
(Example: Gregor is holding an Axe when

he is attacked. He is Adept in his axe skill
tree and has a +2 proficiency. 2 will be
added to his AL.)
As magic is not physical, whatever magic
type a Player is proficient in can be used to
raise their AL. This will not take affect if
the Player’s magic is by some means
blocked.
(Example: Gregor is holding a Dagger when

he is attacked. He is Beginner in his dagger
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skill tree, with a +0 proficiency. But, Gregor
is Skilled in his attack magic skill tree, with
a +3 proficiency. 3 will be added to his AL.)

Will to Live Points but is bleeding, losing 2
points per turn. He will die in 7 turns.)
When a Player is Knocked Out their
Armour Level will only equal their Armour
Pieces.
Enemies will also gain Strong Advantage
when attacking an unconscious Player.
Enemies can also use a Fineness attack to
kill a Player when they are unconscious.
(Example: The Goblin pulls Gregor’s

Critical hit table:
When attacking, Players and enemies are
guaranteed to do specific damage if the
attack roll is substantially above an
opponent’s AL.
The table below indicates how many
numbers above an opponent’s AL an
attacker must roll, and the guaranteed
damage for that roll.

unconscious head back and slits his throat,
killing him.)
Grabbing or Tackling:

Incapacitating wounds cannot be dealt to
creatures that are over 2 times your
character’s size.
Roll above AL

Guaranteed Damage

0-3

-

4-7

2nd lowest number on
first die

8 - 11

Middle number on
first die

12 - above

2nd highest number
on first die &
Incapacitating wound

When a Player attempts to make actions
like; hold an enemy’s arm or pin them to
the ground, both the Player and the Target
must make Checks. The Player (or the one
imitating) must make a Strength Check
against the Target’s Dexterity Reflex Check.
If the Player’s roll is equal to or higher than
the Target’s, then they succeed.

Magic within Awoken is extremely powerful
and can be mastered by any Player who
spends their time and skill points wisely.

Death / Unconsciousness:

Magic is directly connected to Will,
meaning all magic checks for all classes are
Will checks. Will is used to determine a
Player’s Magic potential. Once Magic is
unlocked for the Player their Magic Total is
filled with 5 points per Will score.

When Players are attacked and their
Health drops below 0 they will
automatically fall unconscious. When
unconscious, Players will gain 1 Health
every round until they are conscious.

(Example: Gregor’s magic is Awoken when
he has 13 Will Score. His Magic Total will
be filled with 5 x 13, 75, Magic.)

Players can take damage below 0 equal to
their Will Attribute Score. After this is
depleted, the Player dies.
(Example: Gregor has 6 health remaining
and a Will of 15. He is attacked by a wraith
that deals 8 damage, this leaves him
unconscious and bleeding. He now has 13

There are 5 Schools of Magic:
Alteration
Attack
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Control
Illusion
Renewal

reaeration cannot go above the Total
Magic.

Each School has its own unique spells while
some spells transfer over to other Schools.

Spell List:
The Spell List is where Players write their
spells for easy reference. The List is split
into “Level”, “Spell”, and “Cost” segments.

How to use Magic:
There are four major components to using
magic;
- Magic Pool
- Total Magic
- Magic Regeneration
- Spell list
To use the full capabilities of magic, Players
should familiarize themselves with all of
these segments.

The Level segment is used to note what the
initial level of the spell is. This eases
“casting at higher levels” for Players; P. __.

Magic Pool:
A Player’s Magic Pool is a fluid Magic
tracker. The Magic Pool lists from 0 to 130,
with each box being an increment of 5.
Players use a blue 8mm tracker cube to
signify what their magic is at the time. The
max a Player’s Magic Pool can rise to is the
same as their Total Magic. The tracker
cube will move up and down the
increments when casting spells.

The Spell segment is used to note the name
of the spell.
The Cost segment is used to note how
much Mana is required to cast the spell and
therefore how much the cube tracker will
need to move. It also notes how many
Actions during combat it takes to cast the
spell.
Spell Types:

Total Magic:

There are three types of spells within
Awoken; Auto spells, Attack Spells, and
Reflex Spells.

A Player’s Total Magic is the highest that
their Magic Pool can rise to. The Total
Magic is directly related to how many
points a Player has in their Will attribute.
Players can 5 magic points her Will
attribute score.

Auto Spells – These spells occur as soon as
a Player casts the spell and does not require
any type of roll or check.
Attack Spells – These spells require a
check to see if the attack hits, just like
physical attacks. Most spells require a Will
check, as this is the Magic Attribute.
A handful of spells require a Dexterity
Check, as they are touch spell.

Magic Regeneration:
This score denotes how much the cube
tracker will rise on a Player’s new turn.
When combat returns to a Player they will
move the cube tracker on their Magic Pool
back up by their Reaeration score. The

Reflex Spells - These spells require the
target to make a Will Reflex Check to see if
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they succumb to the spell. If they fail, the
spell succeeds.

to the GM or Player to decide the
limitations of their power.

Casting at a higher level:
Players are able to cast a spell at a higher
level if they know higher level magic.
Players can only cast up to the level they
have unlocked in the Spell’s Magic School.
It costs an additional 5 Mana for every extra
level.

Agility: Ability to jump, leap, catch.

(Useful for Reflex Checks,
climbing…)

How to unlock magic:

Animal Affinity: Ability to weigh up
Animals, check their AL and Health.

Certain Classes have magic unlocked from
level one.
- Bard
- Druid
- Mage
- Monk
- Warlock

(Useful for checking animals’ AL
and Health before entering a fight.)
Faith: Ability to pray and connect with a
divine being.

(Useful for understanding Gods and
asking for divine assistance; page __.)
Finances: Ability to bargain and haggle for
money.

(Useful for bringing unethical prices

Other classes will need to Awaken the
magic within themselves. Certain NPCs and
Players are able to unlock magic within
other Players. Each NPC will have a
different cost, it could be gold, a favor, or
something unique. The list of characters
that can Awaken magic are;

down.)
Finesse: Ability to make Finesse attacks.
When making Finesse attack ONLY use
this modifier, not weapon proficiency or
Attribute modifier.

(Useful for cutting someone’s ear
off.)

-

Hunting: Ability to track and forage for
food.

Players with magic classes (Bard,
Druid, Mage, Monk, Warlock)
above level 15.
NPCs with magic classes (Bard,
Druid, Mage, Monk, Warlock)
above level 15.
Gods
Certain Magical Creatures

(Useful for surviving in the
wilderness.)
Intimidation: Ability to persuade someone
with force.

(Useful for questioning captives.)
Lock-Picking: Ability to open doors and
chests.

Flared:

(Useful for breaking and entering,
without the breaking part.)

These beings have abnormal magical
abilities that make them powerful and
deadly. Flared only know a single spell, but
it is augmented and costs next to nothing to
cast.
A Flared’s augmented spell can come in
any number of forms. The spell may be
extremely powerful or may last days instead
of seconds. When creating a Flared it is up

Monster Affinity: Ability to weight up
Monsters, check their AL and Health.

(Useful for checking monsters’ AL
and Health before entering a fight.)
Mounted: Ability to fight while on a Horse.
When on horseback do not add Attribute
modifier to attack, only Weapon
proficiency and Mounted skill.

(Useful for mounted combat.)
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Perception: Ability to see details in the
world and with people’s words.

If there is an enemy within close range or
looking at the Player, then a Stealth check
must be made. The check must be equal to
or above the enemy’s Perception.

(Useful for spying ambushes.)
Persuasion: Ability to talk someone into
doing what you want.

(Useful for RP moments between
Players and NPCs.)

In combat – It is much more difficult for a
Player to drop into Stealth while in combat.
Players cannot drop into Stealth if they are
engaged in direct combat with an enemy. A
Player would need to Disengage, break line
of sight, then make a Stealth Check.

Pickpocketing: Ability to steal from
someone’s pockets.

(Useful for stealing the jailer’s key
ring.)
Potion Making: Ability to craft potions.

(Useful for crafting potions.)

Terrain advantages / disadvantages:

Smithing: Ability to weight up Humans,
check their AL and Health.

When attempting to hide, the terrain
around a Player can drastically change the
chances of success.

(Useful for checking Humanoids’
AL and Health before entering a fight.)
Stealth: Ability to sneak.

(Useful for entering places
undetected.)

Below are examples of terrain types that
would cause advantages or disadvantages.
Game Masters have free reign when issuing
these and may offer Slight dis/advantages if
the circumstances permit.

Survival: Ability to find any means of
survival when in the wild.

(Useful for surviving in the
wilderness.)
Tinkering: Ability to create improvised
items and alter existing items.

Strong Disadvantage: Little to no cover. Flat
ground with no large objects within range.

(Useful for making impromptu
weapons or armour.)
Stealth:

No dis/advantage: Common rooms or
environments, with trees, stones, crates, or
tables.

Stealth is a strong ability that can give
Players an edge in combat and infiltration.

Strong Advantage: Abundant cover.
Thickets of trees, rocky cave, dark waters.

What is Stealth:

Light/Darkness:

When a Player is in Stealth they are
unnoticed by enemies. This can help
Players sneak into dangerous rooms,
ambush enemies, or evade prying eyes.

Sunlight
Description: Regular everyday light
Modifiers: None
Low Light
Description: Dawn/Dusk/edge hexes of
torch light
Modifiers: None

Players will gain advantages and additional
damage dice when in stealth.
How to get into stealth:

Darkness
Description: No light source
Modifiers:

Out of combat – While out of combat
Players are able to drop into Stealth if there
are no enemies within close range, or
looking at the Player.
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Being inside/looking out from: Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls. Slight
disadvantage when making Agility Checks.
Being outside/looking into: Strong
Disadvantage on Perception Checks. Slight
advantage when making Stealth Checks.

If Players are discovering a creature for the
first time, they must make a Check of 16.
If they have come across the creature
before, the Check will be 13.

Crafting Characters

Small Fires
Torches offer a 2 hex circle of light from
their position.
Braziers offer a 4 hex circle of light from
their position.
Sunlight offers light in every hex if not
covered.

Possibly the most important part of Role
Playing Games is crafting a fulfilling
character to adventure with.
Awoken offers a variety of Races and
Classes that Players can choose from.
Each Race has its own Base Stats while
some even have unique special abilities.

Creatures

Races also have one of two sizes; small or
medium. Size can help or hinder Players in
certain circumstances. When attempting to
tackle or when in a test of strength against
an opponent differences in size matter.
Players gain a Slight Advantage if they are
versing an enemy 1 size below or gain a
Strong Advantage against 2 sizes below.
Disadvantages work the same, but for sizes
above.

Aggravated / Passive:
Enemies can either be Aggravated or
Passive during encounters. Some creatures
will always be Aggravated while others
require a specific trigger to switch from
Passive.
Aggravated:
Creatures become Aggravated when
attacked.
Creatures will attack Players if no
Player quickly takes their attack turn.
Creatures will

(Example: Gregor, a human warrior, is
attempting to pin down a Dwarven bandit.
Gregor would have a Slight Advantage as he
is 1 size larger than the Dwarf.)
Classes are what set Players apart, with
special abilities, unique attribute
progressions, and class specific quests when
leveling up. There are 10 unique classes to
choose from, each specializing in a
combination of Attack, Support, or Tank.

Passive:
Creatures will not attack Players
unless provoked to Aggravated.
Creatures will revert to passive if unable to
locate Players for 2 turns.

Players will be able to specialize in types of
weaponry to customize their character
further. Awoken’s Open Play System uses a
Skill Tree (P.__) style progression to allow
Players an evolution of their skills over
time. This system allows Players to use
whatever weaponry they wish, meaning no
set weapon proficiencies.

Enemy Health/Armour Level:
The exact remaining Health or Armour
Level of enemies should not be revealed by
Game Masters during combat. Players can
use “Monster Affinity”, “Animal affinity”,
or “Smithing” skill checks to see the entity’s
Health and Armour Level.

Making a level 0 Base Character:
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Step 1 – Race and Class

Step 4 – Gain Skills

Read the following pages for each Races’
Base Stats, Description, and Lore.
Also read the Class descriptions starting on
page __.
Choose a Race and Class.

Players will only gain 3 Skill Points at level
0. These can be placed into any Skill the
Player believes their character would know.
Step 5 – Languages
Languages depend on 3 things; Race,
Intelligence, and Backstory.
For most Players their first and primary
Language will be that belonging to their
Race (found on each Race’s Page). If the
Player has an in-depth backstory as to why
this is not the case, then they may change
their primary language.
A Player’s intelligence dictates how many
points they will receive in their Primary
Language. For every 2 points below 10,
Players lose 1 point in their Primary
Language.

Step 2 – Attributes
Filling in Attribute scores for a level 1
character is easy…because you don’t get
many points.
Each Player gets a total of 8 points in all
Attributes.
Players can transfer 3 of those points,
placing them into other Attributes however
they see fit.

(Example: Greg is designing Gregor. He
thinks Gregor is not exceptionally bright or
charming, but is very strong. He takes 2
points from Intelligence [making it 6] and 1
point from Charisma [making it 7] and adds
all 3 points to Strength [making it 11].)

(Example: Gregor is a Human who speaks
Common. He has a base Intelligence of 7
so only gets 4 points in his Primary
Language.)

Next, players will need to change their
Ability Scores with Age Modifiers.

Note – Each point is a syllable. In Gregor’s
case he can only understand 4 syllable
words.

Age modifiers:

Step 6 – Race Modifiers

16 - 30: Additional 1 point in Dexterity.

At this point Players can add any additional
points or abilities they receive from their
chosen Race.

31 - 40: Additional 1 point in Strength.
41 - 60: Additional 1 point in Intelligence.

Now all attributes are correct Players can
add in modifiers.

60+: Additional 1 point in Intelligence and
Will. Subtract one point from Dexterity.
Note – Players add + or – modifiers after
step 6.
Step 3 – Health and Speed

Attribute Score
1
2–3
4–5
6–7

Each Player begins with a Heath of 15.
Each Player begins with a Speed of 3.
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Attribute Modifier
-5
-4
-3
-2

8–9
10
11 – 12
13 – 14
15 – 16
17 – 18
19
20

-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6

You have successfully created a Level 0
Base Character.
If crafting a character above level 0, follow
the level instructions for your chosen Class.

Each Class has its own unique abilities,
making these the defining differences of
your party’s characters.
All Class have one or two class types;
Support, Damage or Tank. These class
types define what the intended role of the
class, but do not inhibit Players from using
the abilities in other fashions.
The combination of Class abilities and
Weapon/Magic Skill Trees allows for a vast
array of characters and play styles.
Not all Class Levels are listed to ensure a
degree of Last Hold Games Ownership.
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Bard
Class Description:
Striding forth into an ancient hall teeming
with knee high Stone Goblins, a Human
Bard begins a harrowing dirge. Sharp ears
peak as the hall is filled with the plucking of
strings. The Goblins turn to the Bard
moments before their eyes shut and their
knees buckle. With one final note the hall
quiets and the Human leads her party
through a sea of sleeping Stone Goblins.
Jugglers twirl fire in the Baron’s banquet
hall while musicians fill the air with sweet
melodies. But all the nobles’ eyes are
fastened to the Half-Elf Bard spinning tales
of heroism on the centre dais. Small
apparitions appear above him, swooping
and weaving with his tale. With a bow from
the Bard the tale ends, the nobles applaud,
and none see the pickpocket sneak out with
their jewellery.
From street performers to dungeon divers,
Bards use the magic of voice and song to
manipulate foes, inspire allies, and create
spectacular performances.

Role:
Bards are a support class that mainly buff
allies’ armour, weapons, and rolls or
manipulate enemies with illusions and
charm. While most Bards tend to stick to
the fringes of battle, this doesn’t stop them
from being a class that can take on multiple
enemies alone. Their strength comes from
their innate mastery of words, be they
magical or conversational, for when it
comes to a battle of words that Bard will
always win.
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powerful keep hold of this knowledge. This
faction allows Bards to learn ancient words
of power, gain insightful knowledge about
the world, and train with the best assassins.

Connected factions:
Bards’ College: The Bards’ College is made
up of Bards from all walks of life who have
gathered to teach music and magic. This
faction allows Bards to hone their skills of
performance and physical prowess while
learning new songs of magic.

Class features:
Support Magic
Manipulative abilities

The Keepers: The Keepers are a sect of
men and women who have devoted
themselves to the safe keeping of ancient
knowledge, ensuring only the most

High Charisma

Levels:
Level

New abilities

1

Inspire – Song: Give a Slight Advantage to chosen ally to use on
Ability/Skill Checks and Reflex Checks. (Upgrades to Strong
Advantage at level 7. Upgrades to include Attack Rolls at level 13)
[2 Actions]

2
3

Healing words – Song: Once complete equally heal all allies that
heard, within 15m, for 2D6. (Upgrades to 3D6 at level 5, 4D6 at
level 11, 5D6 level 17) [3 Actions]

4
5

Suggestion: Slight Advantage when making Persuasion or
Intimidation checks. [Passive]

6
7

Flee – Shout: All small and medium enemies with Will lower than
yours turn and flee for 1D4 rounds. [3 Actions]

8
9

Remembrance – Whisper: Enemies remember their past deeds.
Crushing guilt can Incapacitate enemies if they do not pass a “5 +
Bard Level” Will Reflex Check. [4 Actions]

10
11

Bend will – Song: Force any small or medium entity to do your
bidding (includes self-harm). Entity must fail a Will Reflex Check
of 5 + Bard Level. Entity can make a saving throw every 2 turns or
10 minutes to escape the charm. [4 actions]

12
13

Furious beat – Song – Once complete, all Iron or lesser metals
will melt, destroying the weapons/items. (Upgrades to Steel at level
17 and Black Steel at level 20.) [8 Actions]
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14
15

Takaji’s Luck – Shout: Shout Takaji’s name and force a Target to
reroll their last roll. Can be used on any entity, including yourself.
[Once a week. Free action, does not have to be your turn to use.]

16
17

Disarm – Song: Once complete the target’s weapon will appear in
your hand. [4 Actions]

18
19
20

Carnage – Song: Targets become enraged and attack any entity,
friend or foe for 1D6rounds. [3 Actions per target]
Dirge of Time – Song: Your rhythmic words weave into the fabric
of time, slowing it to a halt. Add 7 Actions to your Action Count
this turn. Player isn’t constrained by 1 Attack or 1 Spell Cast this
turn and can do as many as their Action Count allows. [3 Actions,
once per day]
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Berserker

accomplishment, to survive the encounter is
impossible

Class Description:
Two-handed great sword in hand, a DarkElf Berserker wades through knee high
water. The swamp’s bilge laps against tree
trunks and fills the Berserkers nose with the
reek of stagnancy, mud, and death. Before
him hulks a titan of a beast, red eyes intent
on the Berserker’s death. With a smile the
Berserker charges, releasing a primal howl
that chills the beast’s blood.
Bones audibly break under the pressure of
the Berserker’s grasp. The Hag shrieks in
pain and rips at the Berserker’s arms, terror
building as she sees the rage in the goliath’s
eyes. Before the Hag can screech again the
Berserker grabs her neck and snaps it with
light twist. The limp body falls to the
ground, leaving the remaining Hags
whimpering as death approaches.
From dual-axe wielding mad-men to
ferocious unarmed brawlers Berserkers are
a proud clan, their magic fuelled by sacred
tattoos that ink their body. Their emotions
and rage unlock the power of their inked
bodies, allowing them to pull from a vast
well of power.

Role:
Berserkers are a Damage/Tank class that
focus on wiping out enemies and battling
on the front lines. Their unique strength
and abilities allow Berserkers to defeat
overwhelming foes much larger than
themselves and singlehandedly survive the
full brunt of an assault. The tattoos that
cover their bodies are marks of prestige that
glow a vibrant red when their power is used.
To face a Berserker alone is an
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Connected factions:

Class features:

The Classless: The Classless is a collection
of men and woman from all the different
races, not bound by class or race. The only
thing that matters is personal power,

High levels of Strength
High health points
Damage resistance

the more tattoos that adorn your skin, the
more powerful you become.

Levels:
Level
1

New abilities
Rage: Add 2 times your Berserker level in temporary Health.
Gain an additional D8 damage for all attacks. Only lasts 3
rounds, player can either drop out of Rage or take 1 level of
Fatigue per extra turn. [2 Actions. Once per day]

2
3

Bloodlust: When you kill an enemy with half health or more,
in one swing, gain an additional 2 Actions. [Passive]

4

Rage Upgrade: Now lasts 4 rounds.

5

Strength of an OX: Superhuman strength courses through your
veins and adds an additional +8 to your strength modifier [1
Action. Once per day]

6
7

Blood curdling howl: As you kill an enemy unleash a powerful
howl. Enemies must make a Will saving throw equal to 3 +
Berserker’s level. If enemy fails, their Will is reduced by 5.
Enemy can make another saving throw to regain their Will
every 3 turns. [1 Action. Once per day]

8

Rage Upgrade: Now lasts 5 rounds.

9

Revenge: If an ally anywhere within 2m of you is dropped
below 0 Health, automatically trigger your Rage ability without
using a daily usage. Also gain a free turn at that moment, this
turns accounts towards Rage turns. [Passive]

10

Bloodlust Upgrade: Gain 2 Actions & extra 1 Attack.

11

No, You: If hit during your Rage, gain the Damage dice below
that hit and add it to your next damage roll. [Passive]

12
13

The Blade OR The Shield:
The Blade: Rage additional damage dice becomes
1D12 and gain an extra attack roll when raging.
The Shield: Gain an additional 12 health and add 2
Armour to all allies’ Armour Level within 1m.

14
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15

Easy Lift: Heavy Attacks cost 1 less action. [Passive]

16
17
18
19
20
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Druid

devotion to the god of nature and rebirth,
Koran Gare.

Class Description:
Eyes closed, sitting in a glade of flowing
grass, a lone Druid concentrates on the
world around her. Wind billows through
tree tops, shaking leaves free which float to
the forest floor. She feels the brush of the
leaves landing and feels the breakage of
twigs as her hunters close in. Four
approach, their swords drawn and bows
knocked. Before they can reach the glad
the Druid digs her fingers into the soil and
the forest erupts.
For days the small adventuring party has
trailed the Wyvern poachers. Through
valleys and forests, crossing rivers and
canyons the group has followed a giant
brown Dire-wolf as it tracks the thieves.
Ears peak and the giant beast sniffs the air
one last time before crouching down.
Shadows twist and foliage moves as a dark
skinned Human rises from where the Wolf
once crouched. He pulls apart foliage to
reveal a camp of weary travellers, burning
fires, and caged Wyverns.
From beast speaking men to beast
morphing women; Druids are protectors of
nature and defenders of the wild.

Role:
Druids are a Support/Damage class that use
the natural world around them to defend
allies and ward off enemies. Some Druids
will send their animal companions in to
assist in the fighting while staying on the
edge of battle to cast spells. Other Druids
take on the form of wild beasts and charge
into battle alongside their companions.
Their strength and power comes from their
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arms in the defence of Order and natural
rebirth. This faction allows Druids to learn
new magics and become more in tune with
the world around them.

Connected factions:
Bards’ College: The Bards’ College is made
up of Bards from all walks of life who have
gathered to teach music and magic. This
faction allows Bards to hone their skills of
performance and physical prowess while
learning new songs of magic.

Class features:
High levels of Magic
Multiple companions

The Ash Fallen: The Ash Fallen are
nomadic Druids that travel the lands
seeking to protect the land and its wild
habitants. While spreading words of
guidance to frontier pushing settlements,
the Ashfallen aren’t afraid to raise their

Morph ability
Control over nature

Levels:
Level

New abilities

1

Natural Touch: Control up to 3 plant entities that follow your
exact command. Nature entities deal 1D6 damage, have a 6 AL,
and 5 Health. Adds 2 per entity to Druid’s AL. If used to grasp
enemies, 2 are required to gain a Slight Advantage on attacks rolls
against enemy. [2 Actions]

2
3

Morph: Change into a Small or Medium animal once per day.
Each hour in this form player must make a Will Reflex Check
equal to 20 minus their Druid level. If a player fails 3 throws then
they become the entity until a Retrieval spell is cast on them. They
will act like the entity until Retrieved. (Upgrades at Level 4, 8, and
10) [3 Actions]

4

Morph Upgrade: Can be used twice per day.

5

Gain a physical animal companion

6
7

Field of healing: Sprout flowers on any 3m patch of dirt ground,
heals 4D8 per turn to any living creature – including enemies.
Lasts 2 turns. [3 Actions]

8

Morph Upgrade: Can morph into large creatures.

9

Companion’s eyes: See through the eyes of your companion.
[Passive]

10

Morph Upgrade: Can morph into elementals and can be used 4
times a day.
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11

Bear’s grip: Temporarily add 6 to Strength and an additional D10
to attacks for 2 rounds. [3 Actions. Can be used twice per day]

12
13

Green highway: Transport through interconnected nature (vines,
grass, trees) up to double your speed. Can appear in stealth if
enemies are not looking at exit location. [1 Action. Twice per day]

14
15

Summon your companion from Koran Gare’s realm. (Read page
__ of the Rules Booklet for more information on Druid
Companions) [3 Actions]
Begin bonding a companion from Koran Gare’s realm. When first
attempting to summon the companion roll a D20 and achieve over
the following rolls to summon a companion: Small 10, Medium
14, Large 16. Can be summoned and commanded at any time.

16
17

Green eyes: Put your vision into plants and, as long as they
connect, see up to 15m.

18
19

Cat’s eyes. Gain Night Vision and +4 to perception checks.

20

Master of Nature. Control up to three plant entities per turn. Gain
an additional 3 each consecutive turn. Requires Concentration past
9 entities, and Full-concentration past 18 entities.
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Mage

Class Description:

Flames rage up the barn walls, engulfing splitting
timbers and beams. The three huddled forms cry
out as the fire rages around them, their voices
muffled by the fury of the flames. A sharp crack is
accompanied by splintered wood flying into the
barn. The three Elves huddle closer as an Ice
elemental thunders into the barn, followed by a
small Dwarven man. The Mage raises his hands
and weaves magic into existence. Ice begins to
crackle across the ground and spread up wooden
support beams. The giant elemental catches the
falling roof as ice crystallises the bulling. The raging
fire dies as ice engulfs the elemental and silences
the barn.
The thief scurries through the alleyway, grime
staining his already filthy clothes. Clutched in his
hand is an item that, with the right broker, will
change his life forever. As he rounds a corner
shadows stir. A gaunt creature with spindly arms
and legs blocks his path, haunting yellow eyes
piercing the darkness. It slowly begins to move its
gangly legs towards the thief. The thief dashes back
around the corner, finding his escape blocked by a
hulking mess of tentacles. The thief cowers and
throws the Limith Crystals to the ground.
From Illusionists to healers, Mages have a
unmatched mastery of the magic world.

Role:
Mage are a powerful Damage/Support class that
can hone their self-tailored magic specialty to
mastery. Mages have the ability to charge into battle
with attack magic, tearing foes apart with gouts of
flame or razor thin air. Mages can also harness the
power of reality altering magic like bending gravity
to their will or suspending an enemy in time. Their
magic prowess makes Mages a deadly class in all
situations.
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This faction allows players to easily increase their
magic potential and strengthen their spells.

Connected factions:
Mages of Verehiem: These Mages have dedicated
their lives to the learning and teaching of magic.
This factions allows Mages to Hone one specific
school of magic at a time.

Class features:
High levels of Magic

Followers of the Four: This collection of magic and
non-magic users travel the land, helping where they
can and spreading the belief of their god; Magic.

Magical companions

Levels:
Level
1

New abilities
Boosted Flare: Once per day the caster can give a flared spell a
boost, adding another modifier to the spell. [Passive]

2
3

Quick renewal: The Mage’s Magic regeneration rate is increased
by 5. [Passive]

4
5

Witness me: When caster kills an enemy with a spell, dealing
more than 5 damage past 0, they scream witness me and turn the
target to ash. All enemies must make a Wil Reflex throw or flee
for 1d4 rounds.

6
7

Arcane understanding - All level 1 spells cost 5 less Magic to cast.

8
9

Gain a second attack or cast a second spell.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Non-magical weapons only deal half damage.

18
19
20
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Monk

Role:
Monks are a Damage/Support class,
masters of close quarters combat and
restoration. Their devotion to their god,
Nehmala, grants them ability such an
unique ability to call about their deity for
physical help. Their swift combat and
movement also allows Monks to head into
the heat of battle, dealing while avoiding
damage.

Class Description:
Four bloodied and ragged adventurers race
across a cavern floor, headed straight
towards the only light source. Their feet
slap against the cold stone but go unheard
under the thunder of the perusing creature.
As the party nears, the light forms into a
crack in the cavern wall. They quickly file
through as a Scarlet Drake lunges down at
them. Tranquil breaths flow from the Elven
Monk and she turns towards the falling
Drake. Two massive Golden arms
materialise beside the Monk and grasp the
Drake, holding it back as her companions
escape.
Three Orcs surround a dwindling camp
fire. They strap on armour and sheath
weapons as the first dawn rays slip into their
mountain camp. A small cry escapes a
bundle earning a harsh kick from the
closest Orc. A slow melodic whistle echoes
off the stone walls stopping the Orcs. A
lone Monk saunters into camp, a massive
great axe at his side. Before any Orc can
give warning the axe slams into the chest of
the closest Orc. Moving like wind the
Monk draws two daggers and moves inside
the guard of the second orc. Daggers flash
and green blood sprays. The third Orc
slams a wicked blade down through the
Monk, but the Monk has vanished. He
materialised above the Orc’s head and
slams the daggers down into the Beast’s
neck. As the Orc topples the only sounds
that pierce the morning air are a crying
child and the laboured breaths of a vengeful
Monk.
From tranquil healers to blade twirlers,
Monks have complete control over their
body and soul.
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Connected factions:
Class features:

The Remnants: People refer to the
followers of the Gnomish faith as The
Remnants, a small group devoted to a small
god, but they do not realise the true power
of Nehmala. The factions allows players to
increase their Monk potential and uncover
forgotten secrets of this world.

Medium levels of Magic
High levels of healing
High Dexterity

Levels:
Level

New abilities

1

Glowing Palm: Place your hand on 2 entities’ backs, leaving a
glowing palm shape. Use one action to activate all palms, healing
the chosen entities for 1D6 health. Palm lasts 4 rounds until used.
Restricted to one palm per entity. [0 Action to touch, 1 Action to
activate all. 3 times per day]

2
3

Gain 2 additional arms. While using, the player will never be flat
footed. Also gain an additional 2 actions for attacking. [2 Actions.
Once per day.]

4
5

Protective Might: Two 5m long ethereal hand and forearms
appear beside the player. The player has complete control of these
arms. Arms will last 3 rounds. They can hold a combined total of
100kg per Will level. Each arm has 90 health, if one is destroyed
both disappear. If used to attack, arms deal 4D12 spread among
those hit but will disappear after 1 attack and will not reappear for
24 hours. [4 Actions. Once per day.]

6

Glowing Palm Upgrade: Can now use of 3 entities.

7

Shift: Teleport anywhere within 4m. Costs 3 actions. Character
lands in a ready position. Will disengage character from battle. If
enemy has a Perception over 14, and has seen you Shift 3 times,
they can predict the player and counter attack. [3 Actions.]

8
9

10
11

Tethered souls: Gain the ability to connect 2 entities that you
touch. If one takes damage the other will too. When one entity
dies the other will gain 2 levels of fatigue but will automatically gain
4 action points and push into the attack position. [Dex Attack roll
to touch, 1 Action to connect. Twice per day.]

Glowing Palm Upgrade: Can now heal for 4D6 each.
Bless weapon: Bless an ally’s weapon for an additional D10
damage against undead. [1 Action]
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12
13
14
15

16
17

Slow time: Inner peace flows through the player. Gain an
additional 3 actions per turn. Lasts 2 turns. [2 Actions. Once per
day]
Heightened jump: From stand still all jumps with a length/height
equal to half the Monk’s speed are successful. From running all
jumps equal to the Monk’s speed are successful. Monk’s level
used as modifier for all other jumps. [Passive]
Tranquillity: Target either small, medium or large entities to pacify
within 5m. All Small, 1D10 Medium, or 1D6 Large. Entities will
pacify and stop all attacks. [4 Actions. Once per day.]

18
19
20
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Paladin

deal high amounts of damage. But, when faced
with undead, the brilliance of a Paladin’s holy
power shines through as undead fall to the
Paladin’s blade. When facing down a horde of
undead, a Paladin’s devoted beliefs will guide all to
safety.

Class Description:
Six adventurers form a tight circle, their weapons
drawn. Six are all that remain after a hellish foray
into this ancient crypt. Three were lost to the
gnashing teeth and tearing claws of the undead
horde that surrounds them now. Ghouls and
Undead, those risen from their slumber encircle
them now, eyes devoid of all but a deep evil. A
Paladin kneels in the centre of the circle,
whispering a mystic prayer. Her companions feel
serenity as her words encase them, calming their
fear. Suddenly their swords begin glowing, a faint
light that grows into bewildering gold. The Ghouls
shy back from the glow and the adventurers charge;
one final push through the undead to safety.

The sounds of striking metal resonate off the cave
walls. Dim torchlight reflects off the swinging
blades that strike against the beast’s heavy armour.
Rage and torment fill the beast’s strike as its
knuckles crash into the Paladin’s shield, flinging the
armoured Gnome back against a boulder. As the
Paladin rights himself a sickening crunch fills his
ears and pain erupts through his chest. The beast’s
wicked blade protrudes from Paladin’s chest and is
embedded in the cave floor. Darkness swallows the
Gnome. His existence is darkness. For eons
darkness is all he knows…until a pinprick of light
appears. It is small, until it isn’t, until it is his world,
his existence…his faith. The Paladin’s eyes snap
open, filled with a radiance matched only by the
sun.

From protective knights to undead slaying warriors
Paladins are holy champions, their blades death to
the undead.

Role:
Paladins are a Tank/Support class, protectors of
the defenceless and executioners of evil. Paladins
will often be found in the centre of battle, taking
hits and protecting allies, allowing other classes to
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* With the power of Dakar The Radiant coursing
through their veins, Paladins
raise their mighty weapons to protect the
defenceless and smite monsters of evil.

Connected factions:
The Knights Radiance: Protectors of the
defenceless, ridders of Evil, The Knights Radiance
travels the land helping those in need and
scourging the undead wherever possible. This
faction allows players to increase their Paladin
potential and spread the Dakar’s protection and
light.

Appealing class features:
High health
Tank damage
Holy power against undead

Levels:
Level

New abilities

1

1: Brethren - Use 2 Actions to ready this move then activate it for
free during any 1 enemy Physical Attack, can be held for 3 rounds.
When activated react and grab the weapon or projectile of an
enemy that is attacking an ally within 2m. Played takes half the
enemy’s attack damage and has -4 to their Armour Level. [2
Actions]

2
3

Blessing: Bless a weapon with extra 1D10 Damage against undead.
Lasts 1D4 rounds. [2 Actions]

4
5

Journey on: Touch any small or medium Undead and release
them from their unnatural bindings, allowing their souls to pass
over peacefully. Their tormented bodies crumble to dust. Can
only be used on peaceful undead. [2 Actions]

6

Blessing Upgrade: Lasts 1D8 Rounds.

7

Divine intervention: Once per month, when the player’s Health
drops below -10. Dakar the Radiant will fill the player’s body and
soul with power, raising the Paladin’s AL by 6 for 1d4 rounds and
restoring 40 health. Player experiences a visitation from Dakar as
they are restored. [Passive]

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Divine Smite: Unleash a godly ray of light that deals 3D10 damage
equally to up to 3 undead. [ 3 actions]

Blessing Upgrade: Deals 3 Holy Damage per turn.
Journey on: Upgrade Can be used on aggressive undead. Enemy
must fail a Will Reflex Check of Paladin Level to be effected.
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Ranger

class, capable in all terrains and masters of
beasts.

Class Description:
The Gringle slides through the watery mud,
under the Cart’s wooden wheels. The heat
from the Baker’s kiln radiates through the
creature’s liquid body. As does the heat
from the Baker’s own body. Moving with
the street’s mud the Gringle approaches the
Bakery. The feel of footsteps from inside
send it into a ravenous haze and it bursts
into the building. Tender, hot meat is
engulfed within moments. A tiny thought
breaks through the haze of hunger;
shouldn’t there be more human that this?
As if in response a Ranger, hidden in the
folds of the room’s shadows mutters;
“Igni”.
When the Baker finally arrives he finds a
strange little statue on his Bakery floor, a
look of pure terror carved on its face.

From Monster Hunters to Beast Tamers,
Rangers have an unbridled connection with
the Wilderness.

Role:
Rangers are a Damage Class that specialise
in ranged weaponry and are masters of the
wilderness. Spending most of their time on
the edges of battle, Rangers are adept at
moving quickly and quietly through
unsteady terrain, ready to loose the next
attack. Abilities make the Ranger a specialty
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Players to discover the true depths of the
wild world.

Appealing class features:

Connected factions:

High dexterity

* The Peaked Rangers: Townships turn to
the Peaked Rangers when people go
missing into the wilds, when unnatural
howls fill the night sky. Rangers seek to
protect civilization from the reclaiming
grasp of the Wild. This faction allows

High ranged damage
Companions

Levels:
Level
1

New abilities

2

Animal Instinct: Attune with the natural world, sensing the smell
and sounds of nearby enemies (within 10m).
-

3

Companion: Gain a small or medium Animal companion

4

-

5

Light feet: When in stealth, add an additional 2m to your speed.

6

-

7

Vertical fiend: Gain an additional +5 modifier for any Agility Skill
Check. This does not fill your Agility Skill circles. [Passive]
-

8
9

Unyielding mind: You have a strong Advantage for any Will
Reflex Checks against magic. [Passive]

10
11

Companion: Gain a medium or large companion

12
13

Wilder People: Gain an additional +5 to Persuasion Skill Checks
against animals. Lose 2 from persuasion checks against humans.
This does not fill your Persuasion Skill circles. [Passive]

14
15

Loose 2 arrows at once as a normal attack, cannot be used as a
heavy attack. The second arrow can either pierce the same target
or another target within 2m.

16
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17

Vantage: When in Stealth and higher than 3m above an enemy
deal extra 4D10 damage. [Passive]

18
19
20
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Rogue
Class Description:
The sounds of the party drift up into the
night sky and into the open window seven
stories above. Lord Danlock’s castle was
believed to be unbreachable; it’s walls
staying strong for over 300 years. While an
army could not hope to break down the
doors, the nimble rouge had no trouble
slipping in. A room full of tapestries and
beautiful paintings greeted the thief as she
dropped her satchel silently onto the
bench. She scanned the room, her half-elf
dark-vision affording her the comfort of no
torch light. She spied her prize centred
above the room’s fireplace; an ancient and
invaluable painting by a now-forgotten
master. Reaching up, she carefully dabs at
the canvas with her own brush.
It will be another 100 years before anyone
notices the shadowy cowled figure hiding in
the paint.
From Thugs to Thieves, Rogues are the
one constant in every city, an underlying
law unto themselves.

Role:
Rogues are a damage class that work best
when undetected, staying off the front
lines of combat and striking from the
shadows
Rogues are shadowy individuals that see the
world as a pocket begging to be
picked. But be warned of the night, for this
is when their daggers are sharpest.
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Connected factions:

Appealing class features:

* The Lawless Gangs: Not borders nor race
divide their membership, no signs or
insignias adorn their clothing. Only two
things bind them together; an unwavering
protection for their kin, and an
unquenchable desire to pocket anything not
nailed
down.

High stealth
High damage when sneaking
Desire for anything that belongs to
someone else

Levels:
Level
1

New abilities
Sneak attack – When attacking an unaware target, deal extra D6
damage for every odd level (1, 3, 5, 7…).

2
3

- Quick Reflexes – Player gets an additional +2 to all DEX Reflex
Checks.

4
5

- Dark strider – (Rogue Level) times per day meld into the
shadows and double player’s speed, along with gaining an extra
(Rogue level) points when making Stealth checks in shadow. [1
Action]

6
7

- Devotion - Choose an aspect of the Roguish life to devote your
time to; Thief, Bruiser, or Swindler.
Thief (+2 Stealth, +1 Pickpocketing, +2 Lock-picking, +2 Dex
Attribute)
Bruiser (+2 Intimidation, +2 persuasion, +1 Smiting, +1 Str
Attribute)
Swindler (+3 Finances, +1 Finesse, +1 performance, +2 Cha
Attribute)

8
9
10
11
12
13
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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Warlock
Class Description:
“I curse you! Forever more, the faces of
those you have killed will follow you into
the night.” The words echo around the
chamber, repeating themselves until the
sound of banging metal drowns them out.
Four Chaos Guard stand in a tight
formation, one of them hitting her sword
against stone floor. She is quieted by the
leader who starts leading the four down one
of the underground passages. Darkness
swallows the group as the party heads
deeper into the Warlock lair. Faces appear
in the darkness, their faces rotting and
scarred. They scream at the Chaos Guard,
forcing one to flee. He stumbles as he runs,
attempting to back track the warren of
tunnels. Exhausted and beaten, the Chaos
Guard lowers himself to the floor. Hours
pass before the three other Chaos Guard
find him. By that time, all that’s left is
ripped and battered armour.
From magic hungry conjurers to golem
crafting tinkerers, Warlocks are a versatile
class of magic and cunning.

Role:
Warlocks are a Damage/Support Class that
receive their magical powers from a
devotion and connection to a mystic being.
These beings inhabit God Realms and offer
unique bonuses, spells, and abilities to
those willing to accept their will.
Devastating curses and rioting Golems can
easily sweep through attack lines, reducing
enemies to nothing.
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Connected factions:

Appealing class features:

The Devoted: All Warlocks are devoted to
a high powered entity, a Patron, from one
of the God Realms. These entities offer
immense power in return for the Player’s
devotion and promise to summon the entity
into the waking world.

High levels of Magic
Ability to craft Golems
Ability to summon deity

Levels:
Level

New abilities

1

Curses: Small inconveniences befall those who cross you. Curse
entities with small curses such as “never taste food again” or
“always dream of death”. These Curses to not affect any abilities or
modifiers. (Upgrades at Level 6, and Level 10) Can be used
multiple times per day. [Free Action]

2
3

Wither: Touch an enemy, causing their attack modifier to reduce
by 2 every round. Can be used twice per day. [1 DEX Attack
Action]

4
5

Summon Patron for 1 hour. (If summoned during battle, the
creature will automatically stay until the battle is finished).
Afterwards (or if summoned out of battle) the Player will have to
convince the Patron to stay and help during its 1 hour on this
plane. If not convinced, the creature will leave to complete its own
tasks. If players do not summon deity once a week the player must
make an additional D20 WIL check before casting each spell.
This is a 10 WILL check, that will rise by 2 every consecutive
week the Patron is unsummoned. Can be used twice per day. [4
Actions]

6

Curses: Upgrades to medium curses that slightly modify attributes
or modifiers scores indefinitely or until the curse is lifted. Can be
used three times per day.

7

Ability to craft small Golems. Can be used multiple times per day.
[Passive]
Size: Between 10 – 50cm tall. Weighing less than
5kg.
Only do melee damage.
1D6 damage
Health 8
AL, Strength, Dexterity depends on material
Upgrade levels 14 and 18

8
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9

Fearful Mist: Create a Mist, 8m radius, that reduces enemy attacks
modifiers by 5 if they fail a Will saving throw equal to “4 +
Warlock’s level”. Fog lasts 5 rounds. Can be used once per day. [3
Actions]

10

Curses Upgrade: Can now cast Heavy Curses that can immobilize,
sicken, and even kill (over a long period) enemies. Can only cast 1
Heavy Curse per day.

11

Escape artist: Once per day, Warlocks can teleport (as a reaction
before being hit) into their deity’s God’s Realm to escape damage.
Player can only stay in this realm for 1 full round, before phasing
back. Warlock rolls 1D4 for encounter.
• 1-2: Deity is watching the encounter from the God Realm,
amused by the current outcome. GM to roleplay the
encounter, with the Deity capable of throwing Player back
into physical plane.
• 3: A Passive entity is close.
• 4: An aggressive entity in close.

12
13

14
15

Reality shift: Gain the ability to see into a god realm at random.
Roll a D10 to decide. Can interact and speak to beings on the
other side but cannot touch them. Lasts as long as Player wants but
if attacked, player loses the sight.
• 1-2: Dakar’s Realm
• 3-4: Regius’ Realm
• 5-6: Nemahla’s Realm
• 7-8: Takaji’s Realm
• 9-10: Koran Gare’s Realm
Deity conquest: Circlet appears around head, spells do 50% more
damage while deity is in physical plane with you. [Passive]
Specialty Quest required

16

Golem Upgrade:
- Doubles the Damage Dice.
or
- Can take orders from other party members.

17

Shifting Punch: With a Heavy Unarmed Attack, punch a small or
medium entity into your deity’s God Realm. GM rolls D6 for
result. [Heavy Attack + 2 Actions. Once per day.]
• 1: Entity comes back after 1 round, flooded with terror and
unable to move or attack, simply starts to whimper.
• 2 - 3: Entity comes back after 1 round dead. Their body
shredded and malformed.
• 4: Entity never comes back.
• 5: Entity comes back with Small creature.
• 6: Entity comes back with Medium creature.

18
19
20
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round; 1D12, 2D12, 3D12…
[Dexterity Attack]
Nemahla;
-

When crafting a Warlock, Players will first
need to select a Patron. This Patron is what
offers you the power to become a Warlock.

-

Patrons are powerful creatures from God
Realms, seeking a better foothold in the
Physical plane. Once a Warlock reaches
level 5, it is their duty to summon the
Patron into the physical realm. If Players do
not summon the Patron regularly, they will
begin to lose their Warlock abilities.

Takaji;
-

There are 5 Patrons to choose from, each
relating to a separate God. Each Patron also
offers special abilities that the Warlock
acquires at level 1.

-

Patron Choices and abilities

-

+1 to Armour Level.
[Passive]
Valiant defence: When
player actively gets in the way of
an enemy’s attack on an ally,
gain “warlock level” health for
1D4 rounds. [Passive]

Regius;
-

The Fire within: When
activated fire spells are more
powerful. Gain “Warlock
level”D4 damage for Fire spells,
lasts 1D6 rounds. Its set on fire
last for 1D4 rounds, unable to
be extinguished. [3 Actions]
Weapons spontaneously
combust for player, adding a
level 1 Fire Enchantment to any
weapon being held by player.

Koran Gare;
Protective grove: A 3m wide,
3m high semi-sphere of
brambles and leaves grows
around caster. 5D8 health.
Paralysis/sleep spells last
1D6 longer and are 4 points
easier for checks (4 points
harder for enemy saving
throws).

Dakar;
-

Heal wounds: Heal “warlock
level” damage from any subject.
[2 Actions]
Plague doctor: Remove any
plague, disease, infection, or
poison from a subject. [Passive]

Plague specialist: Induce any
plague, disease, or infection into
a subject. [Passive]
Necrosis: Touch a target,
beginning the necrosis process.
Cells begin to die in the finger
tips, slowly moving up an arm.
Takes 5 rounds for the
blackness to reach the torso, at
the point the arm cannot be cut
off to stop the spread.
Damage begins at 1D4, rising a
Dice amount each round. Once
the damage Dice surpass 12,
add an additional D12 each
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Warrior
Class Description:
A barrage of arrows falls through the smoke
filled sky. The Orcish warrior quickly
ducks behind a stone bolder. Piercing pain
shoots through his right arm as a barbed
arrow tip digs in deeply. With no time to
bandage the wound, she snaps the wooden
shaft and continues across the battle field.
Ducking low she picks up a pike and
launches it at the enemy. The soldiers
barely have time to form back as the pike
rockets a man back through the line. Then
she’s on them. Twirling with death the
Warrior battles her way through the throng
of soldiers. Weapons change hands as she
kills, taking the weapons of the fallen to kill
more. Deft accuracy flairs with every swing,
her attacks cutting through bone no matter
the weapon.
Breaking under her torrent the line breaks
and her side finally pushes up, deeper into
this vile territory.
From battle leaders to front line death
swingers, Warriors are a class that know the
way of the death and can lead it easily.

Role:
Warriors are a Damage class that are
integral to the flow of battle. With their
high damage output, Warriors can easily
drop into fights and turn the odds. *
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Connected factions:

Appealing class features:

* Mercenary Bands: Bands of mercenaries
travel the land in search of contracts on
monsters, or people, to line their pockets
and grow their fame.
* The Elder Knights: A group of
adventuring and war veterans that have
banded
together to teach the next generation.

High damage
Multiple weapon proficiencies
Strong battle abilities

Levels:
Level
1

New abilities
Progressive: Gain Skill Tree Points when

2
3

Double attack: Make 2 attacks per turn.

4
5

Rally: Call allies to arms; boost allies (within hearing distance)
attack rolls by 1D6 points for 1D4 rounds. [2 actions]

6
7

Warrior’s Stance: Never be flat footed when in combat.

8
9

Guiding hand: Players within 2m of you can use your Finesse
modifier for their finesse attacks.

10
11

Challenger - Enemies using the same weapon as Warrior will
focus their attacks on the player, fighting the player first.

12
13

Instruct: Tell a player how to attack, player gains Warrior’s DEX
modifier to add to their own roll

14
15

Perfect Carnage - When killing an enemy with a finesse attack,
gain an extra Warrior level D4 in damage for the next attack.

16
17

Instructor: Tell a player how to attack, player gains Warrior’s
DEX modifier to add to their own attack roll IF they follow the
instructions. [3 Actions.]

18
50

19
20
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+1 Actions

Half-Elf:
Description - A merger between High or Dark elf
and Human. Their hair is more akin to Humans',
but with strands of metallic.
Home Land - High-Half Elves are more accepted
in Artmidia among Humans. The majority of High
Elves look down on them as half breeds. Dark-Half
Elves are only accepted in the Serotian Collective.
Size – Medium
Abilities –
+1 Will or +1 Dex
Dark Vision

Human:
Description - Identical to Humans of Earth; vastly
wide in appearance.
Home Land - Artimidia. The northern Kingdom
of Satal. The climate ranges from grasslands and
forests in the South to snow-covered planes and
mountains along the northern coastline. Rocky,
dry, landscape can be found toward the south-west
of the Kingdom, surrounding the Dandahl Desert,
home to Satal's city of Culture, The Great City of
Techni. Artmidia is ruled by a multitude of small
Baronies, these Barons answer to either the
Northern, Southern, Western, or Eastern
Wardens, who in turn answer to The High King.
Size – Medium
Abilities –
Strong Mind: Slight Advantage on a Will Reflex
checks against magic once per week.
+1 Actions

Dark Elf:
Description - Tall and Regal. Skin tones range
through all dark pigmentation. Hair is a metallic
hue, usually white, silver, dark red, or black.
Home Land - Serotian Collective. The Eastern
Kingdom of Satal. The region is constantly misty,
full of deep forests, swamps, marshland, and rocky
outcrops. Dark Elves live in either the major towns
or smaller villages which are usually situated near
other villages. Since the war, there is less law or
governance in the region than ever before. Rough
Law resides in these towns, with no monarchy and
only a few powerful warlords controlling their
respective regions.
Size – Medium
Abilities –
+2 Dex
Dark Vision
+1 Actions

High Elf:
Description - Tall and Regal. Skin tones range
through all light pigmentation. Hair is any metallic
hue.
Home Land - Borontine. The Southern Kingdom
of Satal, also the largest. The most southern
regions of Borontine are overgrown with lush
rainforests and jungles. Moving up the kingdom,
the terrain becomes more pastoral with grassy plans
and rolling hills. This is why Borontine is known as
the Bread Basket of Satal. Borontine is covered in
farms and hamlets. Larger towns can be found
along major rivers, while The Citadel City is the
Kingdom's Capital. The Citadel City is a vast
circular expanse of buildings, broken by three
massive white-stone walls, which encircle each of
the major districts. The outer district is the lower
and middle-class residence, the middle district is
for trade and commerce buildings, and the inner
district is the higher class and Castle district. Each
district can be segmented off by the walls and
flooded for defensive purposes. Borontine is ruled
by the Forever King.
Size – Medium
Abilities –

Dwarf:
Description - Small,
stocky humanoids.
All Dwarfs, male and
female, have thick
long beards.
Home Land Rockfall. The Centre
Kingdom of Satal. Above ground, only 3 villages
can be found, to the South, North, and East of the
Kingdom. These are the main trade entrances to
Rockfall, a vast warren of tunnels that connect
underground villages and towns. Vast caverns

+1 Will
+1 Speed
Dark Vision checks against magic once per week.
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house the major cities, with the largest being The
Crack. Rockfall is below the largest mountain range
on Satal. It's highest peak Mount Dakarin, believed
to be raised from the ground by Dakar the Radiant
during a previous Chaotic shift, the save the
inhabitants of Satal while Regius the Foul ravaged
the land. The Dwarfs have four Clans; Stone and
Coal, Common Metals, Precious Metals, Gems.
Each Clan represents what the Dwarfs mine.
Size – Small
Abilities –
+2 Will
-1 Speed
-2 Health

occasionally red and blue. All orcs stand over 7ft
tall.
Home Land - Serotian Collective. The Eastern
Kingdom of Satal. Orcs live in small villages, made
of tents and huts. They have no single king and are
instead ruled by 12 warlords, leaders of the 12
Clans. These leaders are the strongest and can only
be dethroned in battle. Two of the clans are ruled
by Magic Warlords, but the others are controlled
by Warriors. After the war, between the Serrotian
Collective and the Elven and Human Kingdoms,
many Orcs were taken as slaves. The human
kingdom has outlawed slavery, but the Elves still
hold Orcs captive as slaves.
Size – Medium
Abilities –
+2 Strength
-1 Speed
-1 Intelligence

Gnome:
Description - Small
gaunt humanoids.
As adults, they
resemble young
human children.
Home Land Gorgon Spire.
Western Kingdom
of Satal. The
Gorgon Spire is
named after the
massive, seemingly unnatural mountain that rises
near the Kingdom's coastline. The Kingdom is the
smallest on Satal and is separated from the rest of
the continent by a massive canyon that
encompasses the kingdom from the north to south
coastline. Stone spires litter the canyon connected
by wooden rope bridges. Gnomes live in the hilly
countryside of the Gorgon Spire, making their
homes within the grassy hills. Their small
population are all worshippers of Nehmala, the
goddess of Life. There are no clans or kings within
the Gnomish kingdom, only a selected few Elders
who govern.
Size – Small
Abilities –
- 2 Speed
-3 Health
A little bit of Luck: Force any D20 roll to be rerolled once per week.

Goblin:
Description - Small, knobbly creatures. Goblins
vary drastically in size and colour, from small
mindless Stone-Goblins to almost human-sized
Hob-goblins.
Home Land - Serotian Collective. The Eastern
Kingdom of Satal. Goblins live all over the
Kingdom, in huts, tents, and shambled messes.
Some live in the high mountains while others live
in the lowlands swampy lowlands. Each Goblin
type has evolved for its environment and is visually
distinct. Many goblins are nomadic and travel from
populated area to populated area, pillaging homes
and caravans; anything that can be pillaged.
Goblins are also a blight on other Kingdoms, as
they constantly travel and
ravage distant lands.
Goblins have no political
structure and will often
argue and fight amongst
themselves for the hell of
it.
Size – Small
Abilities –
-1 Speed
-4 Health
Faking it: Gain an
additional 10 health when
unconscious and below 0.

Orc:
Description - Large, hulking humanoids. Orcs
range in colour from shades of green to brown and
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Horned Men:
Description - Human in appearance. All HornedMen have mocha/light brown skin. Dark bone
formations protrude from their skin, usually
around the major joints of the body and their
heads.
Home Land - The Sunrise Isles. A mass of Islands
just to the east of the Satal continent. These
tropical islands house the major population of
Horned Men, who traverse the hundreds of small
islands via boat. Horned Men are the most
common traders in Satal. They do not pick sides
during wars and may freely move through all the
lands. Their politics are similar to Gnomish, where
a select few elders govern the populace. Only
Horned Men may enter the Sunrise Isles, all others
that do are turned away, or never return.
Size – Medium
Abilities –
+1 Intelligence
+1 Chest Armour
+1 Actions
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Write Player’s and
Character’s names.

Used to remind
Players during role
play situations.

Used when
asked to make
a Reflex Check.

Player’s
Health:
How much
damage
they can
take before
passing out.
Player’s
Speed:
How many
hexes a
Player can
move
during
combat.

Attributes:
used to
describe the
core traits of
your character.

Armour
Level: The
number
enemies
must roll to
deal
damage to
you.

Skills: used to
describe more
specialised traits
of your
character.

Special
Abilities that
only your
class/charact
er can do.
Passive:
Abilities that
happen
naturally.
Triggerable:
Abilities that
must be
activated.
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The Total
Magic a Player
has. Five times
their Will
Attribute.

How much
magic
regenerates
each turn.

How many
actions per turn
that the Player
has.

A list of actions
a Player can
make during
their turn.

Tiny items
to be listed
here;
Gems,
alchemy
ingredients
…
Lists Spells
known by
Player.

Can only
store if
Players has
a Satchel
in
Inventory
Board.

Used to
track magic
as it moves
during
combat.

Used to
store
potions.
Can only
store if
Player has a
Potion
Satchel in
Inventory
Board.

Lists
Player’s
weapons on
Inventory
Board.

Amulets
and Rings
worn by
the Player.
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Each weapon and magic types have specific
Weapon/Magic skill trees. As Players progress
through skill trees they will become more
proficient with that weapon/magic and unlock
special abilities. These abilities range from
knockouts and extra damage, to duel tactics and
dual wielding.
Progression through skill trees is based upon each
D20 die roll a Player makes while using the
weapon/magic. Players will gain points for their
skill trees when they roll a Natural 20 on a D20.
Players can ONLY add points to the tree
corresponding with the weapon they are using.
For physical weapons, Players have the chance of
earning Skill Tree Points whenever they attack an
enemy.
For Magics, Players have a chance of earning a
Skill Tree Point whenever casting an attack spell
that requires an attack roll. For non-attack spells,
Players roll a D20 every second spell they cast.
Warriors and Mages eventually gain special Class
abilities that allow them to gain skill points with 20
AND 19 rolls.
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Axes
Master: You have mastered your axe,
add a total of 5 to all attack rolls.

Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with you axe is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 12 more damage.

Charge: Heavy attacks on
medium/small enemies knock them
over. Costs 1 action to stand up.

Dual wield: Your nimble hands
and reflexes allow you to pick
up another axe to throw, parry,
or attack without any
disadvantage.

Ignore Armour: Armour begins
to split under the force of your
strikes. If an enemy is wearing
armour, subtract 1 from enemy
AC each attack.

Precision aim: With a keen eye
and an unwavering hand your
throws are precise. Add a Strong
Advantage to your DEX attack
when throwing your axe.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your axe is increasing, attacks deal a
total of 8 more damage.
Savage tactics: The carnage of your
unsuspected strikes floods your enemies with
fear. Your surprise attacks deal 2 additional
damage and lower the armour class of all
enemies within 2m by 2 for 2 rounds.

Deep wounds I: Your savagery with you
axe is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, add 2 to all
attack rolls.

Beginner: Your skill with your weapon is
increasing, no longer have Slight Disadvantage
on attack rolls.
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Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.

Bows
Master: You have mastered your
weapon, add a total of 5 to all attack
rolls.
Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with your weapon is increasing,
attacks deal a total of 12 more
damage.

Batter: A bow is not solely a ranged
weapon. In close quarters deal a D4 when
hitting an enemy with your bow.

Maim: Taking an arrow to the knee has
slowed many adventurers. With a DEX
attack of 13-16 you incapacitate an enemy
with an arrow in their leg.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your weapon is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 8 more damage.
Quick draw: Your keen senses allow you to
quickly notch and draw your bow first when
being surprise attacked in close quarters.
Deep wounds I: Your savagery with you
weapon is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, add 2 to all
attack rolls.

Beginner: Your skill with your weapon is
increasing, no longer have Slight disadvantage
on attack rolls.
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Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.

Daggers
Master: You have mastered your
weapon, add a total of 5 to all attack
rolls.
Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with you weapon is increasing,
attacks deal a total of 12 more
damage.
Precision aim: With a keen eye
and an unwavering hand your
throws are precise. Add a Strong
Advantage to your DEX attack
when throwing your dagger.

Dual wield: Your nimble hands and reflexes
allow you to pick up another dagger to
throw, parry, or attack without any
disadvantage.
Quick draw: Your keen senses allow you to
quickly draw your blade first when being
surprise attacked.

Backhand slice: Quick reflexes allow you to
take a second attack of 1D6 at an enemy
within 1m of your last attack.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your weapon is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 8 more damage.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, add 2 to all
attack rolls.

Mercy: Pain is your ally. With a
successful natural 16 or 17 attack roll,
you decide exactly how much your
damage dice inflict.

Deep wounds I: Your savagery with your
weapon is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Beginner: Your skill with your weapon is
increasing, no longer have Slight Disadvantage
on attack rolls.
Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.
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Great-Axes
Master: You have mastered your
weapon, add a total of 5 to all attack
rolls.
Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with you weapon is increasing,
attacks deal a total of 12 more
damage.

Brutal death: Make an example, and
the others will fear. If killing an
enemy, you can make an example of
their death, lowering all enemies’
attack rolls within 5m by 3.

Precision aim: With a keen eye and an
unwavering hand your throws are precise.
Add 4 to your DEX modifier when
throwing your
Cleave: One hand is much easier to fight
than two. As a surprise regular attack,
cleave an enemy’s arm off, putting them at
a Strong Disadvantage for the entire fights.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your weapon is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 8 more damage.
Menace: A great-axe poised to strike is enough
encouragement for any sane being. When you
next attack an enemy with INT over 6 and is
below 1/4 health they will automatically
surrender.

Deep wounds I: Your savagery with you
weapon is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, add 2 to all
attack rolls.

Beginner: Your skill with your weapon is
increasing, no longer have Slight Disadvantage
on attack rolls.
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Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.

Great-Swords
Master: You have mastered your axe,
add a total of 5 to all attack rolls.

Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with you axe is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 12 more damage.
Guard block: Drag enemies into a vie
for survival. Use the guard at the base
of your sword to hold an enemy in
place, halving their AL in half until
they disengage.

Drive Force: Deal a lethal dose of
damage with an attack from above.
If landing an attack from above on
an enemy, drive your blade through
their armour, dropping their AL by
5.
Harry: You become a whirlwind of
death as you advance on your foes.
When leading at the head of your
party in a fight, gain a
2D4 on attack rolls.

Vanguard: Your great blade becomes a
deadly barrier. When at the front of a
fight your AL is raised by 3.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your axe is increasing, attacks deal a
total of 8 more damage.
Savage tactics: The carnage of your
unsuspected strikes floods your enemies with
fear. Your surprise attacks deal 2 additional
damage and lower the armour class of all
enemies within 2m by 2 for 2 rounds.

Deep wounds I: Your savagery with you
axe is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, add 2 to all
attack rolls.

Beginner: Your skill with your weapon is
increasing, no longer have Slight Disadvantage
on attack rolls.

Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.
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Staffs
Master: You have mastered your
weapon, add a total of 5 to all attack
rolls.
Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with you weapon is increasing,
attacks deal a total of 12 more
damage.

Peripheral vision: Quick reactions allow you
to block easier. Rise the weapon proficiency
of your AL by 1.

Disarm: If you deal more than 15
damage in one hit, use a remaining 1
action to disarm the current enemy.

Swipe: If your Dex is higher than a small or
medium enemy’s Str then swipe their legs
out from under them. Takes 2 actions to
stand up.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your weapon is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 8 more damage.
Deep wounds I: Your savagery with you
weapon is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Crunch: The man’s nose crunched behind the
force of the blow. A fineness attack to an
enemy’s nose will drop their Will by 4 until
healed.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, add 2 to all
attack rolls.

Beginner: Your skill with your weapon is
increasing, no longer have Slight Disadvantage
on attack rolls.
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Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.

Swords
Master: You have mastered your axe,
add a total of 5 to all attack rolls.

Lodge: Drive your sword into an
enemy causing it to lodge into them,
deal 3 damage each turn, takes 5
actions to remove the blade.

Counter Attack: Twice per day, when an
enemy misses, immediately inflict your sword’s
damage.
Deep wounds III: Your savagery
with you axe is increasing, attacks
deal a total of 12 more damage.

Disengage: After attacking, you may
make a disengage action for free,
step to any ally within 3m, to focus
enemy attacks on you.

Flurry: You can make two
attacks a turn when using two
swords.
Dual wield: You brandish a second
sword in your off-hand, have no
disadvantage when using two
swords.

Protector’s Rage: When below
half health gain 4 to AL until
healed above half health.

Deep wounds II: Your savagery with
your axe is increasing, attacks deal a
total of 8 more damage.
Lucky Swing: With a successful attack roll of
7, 13, 16, or 19 (and above enemy AL)
incapacitate the attacker. If your Will is
higher than theirs, then they will surrender.

Duel Master: When facing an
enemy that is using a sword, gain
advantage on all rolls.
Deep wounds I: Your savagery with you
axe is increasing, attacks deal 4 more
damage.
Adept: Your practice is
paying off, gain +2
proficiency.

Beginner: Your skill with your axe is
increasing, no longer take Slight Disadvantage
on attack rolls.

Amateur: You are unfamiliar
with your weapon, Slight
Disadvantage on all attack rolls.
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All magics
Level 10 Spells

Level 9 Spells

Level 8 Spells

Level 7 Spells + 3 Proficiency

Level 6 Spells

Level 5 Spells
Level 4 Spells

Level 3 Spells + 2 Proficiency

Level 2 Spells

Level 1 Spells
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Invisibility: Turns Player invisible for [Potion Skill]
rounds. (Slightly cloudy grwy) [4 actions to craft – 3
Potion Ingredients]

Class Health Dice
This is the type of Die each class uses when
levelling up. When a Player gains a level they will
role their die and add this to their total health.

Bard : 1D6

Paladin : 1D10

Berserker : 1D10

Ranger : 1D8

Druid : 1D6

Rogue : 1D6

Magic Regen: Gain 20 Magic, can boost a Player’s
Magic Pool over their Total Magic. Will last above their
Total Magic until used or until battle ends. (Sparkling
light blue) [4 actions to craft – 2 Potion Ingredients]

Pyro Oil: Deals 1D8 + [Potion Skill] Damage when
ignited. (Yellow Oil with swirling red spots) [2 actions to
craft – 3 Potion Ingredients]

Pyro Water: Puts out any fire. (Looks like shimmering

Mage : 1D6

Warlock : 1D8

water) [4 actions to craft – 2 Potion Ingredients]

Monk : 1D8

Warrior : 1D10

Shield: Add 1 + [Potion Skill] shield for 1D4
rounds. (Yellow & viscous) [3 actions to craft – 2
Potion Ingredients]

Potions
Weaken: Deals 1D6 + [Potion Skill] less on all
attacks for 1D6 rounds. (Oily brown) [3 actions to
craft – 3 Potion Ingredients]

Potions can be crafted during combat if Players have
enough free actions and enough “Potion Ingredients”.
These are Tiny objects and can be found listed in the
“Tiny Objects list” on Page __. Potion Ingredients can
held in Satchels and Potion Satchels.

Anti-Gravity: Adds [Potion Skill] to Speed. Additional
1+[Potion Skill] on all agility checks. (Dark purple with
globules of light) [3 actions to craft – 3 Potion
Ingredients]

Buff: Add 1D8 + [Potion Skill] to damage for 1D4
rounds. (Orange with small fireworks igniting) [3 actions
to craft – 2 Potion Ingredients]

Renown:
Each guild member has a Required Loyalty score,
which will impact how long they stay in the Guild.
This score is between 5 and 7. The stronger and
more capable the guild member, the more loyalty
they require.
Loyalty is gained through Party Members’ Renown,
weekly gold, & happiness

Disintegrate: 1D12 damage plus [Potion Skill] damage
every round for 1D4 rounds. (Bright purple with
shimmers) [4 actions to craft – 3 Potion Ingredients]

Health Regen: Gain 10 health. (Bright red) [4 actions to
craft – 2 Potion Ingredients]

Guild’s Loyalty Score: Combination of all Party
members’ Renown Scores, Weekly Gold input,
Guild member Happiness.
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•

Required Loyalty: Combination of all Guild
members’ required loyalty scores.
If the Required loyalty is higher than the Guild’s
Loyalty Score, then the Guild Member(s) with the
highest required loyalty will leave until the
Required Loyalty is no longer higher than the
Guild’s Loyalty Score.
These scores are re-tallied at the beginning of each
week.
Renown Scores: Combination of all Players’
renown points, which are gained through titles.
Weekly Gold input: Each Guild Member costs the
same amount of Gold for weekly maintenance;
Food, Wages, ect. Each member costs 10 Gold.
The more Guild members, the more expensive the
upkeep.
Each of your Guild members has a small Base
Score in either Damage Score, Protection Score, or
Gold Score.
Damage Score is used to complete quests.
Armour Score is used to protect members from
death.
Gold Score is used to determine wealth gained.
These scores are increased by equipping Guild
members with Weapons, Armour, and Items.
These Item scores are added to the Base score for
each Guild Member.
Each quest has a Damage Level, an Armour Level,
and a Difficulty Rating.
• To succeed on a quest, Guild Members
must beat the Armour Level with their
combined Damage Score.
• Guild Members can take damage or die
while on a quest, even if they are successful.
Guild Members take damage if the Quest’s
Damage Level exceeds the Members’
combined Armour Score. A Guild
Member will die when the Damage Level
exceeds the Armour Score by 5 points.
o Happiness - If the Damage Level
does not exceed the Members’
Armour Score, then the Guild gains
1 Happiness for every point over.
o If the Damage Level does exceed
the Members’ Armour Score, then
the Guild loses 1 Happiness for
every point below.
o A Guild Member’s death causes an
extra -3 Happiness.
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The Difficulty Rating dictates how many
D10s are added for both GM and Players.
The GM adds these D10s to the Damage
Level of the quest. The players add these
D10s to the Guild Members’ Damage
Score.

